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Abstraet 
This paper analyzes the implications of a general representative agent intertemporal asset 

pricing model on the determination of the short-term interest rates. The model ineludes 
an extension of the Non-expected Utility Generalized Isoelastic Preferences that incorporates 
non-separability between private consumption and government expenditure. Tbe model yields 
a generalized Fisher equation where the nominal interest rates are explained by the expected 
depreciation of the purchasing power of money, an endogenously determined required riskfree 
rate and an inflation risk premium. The econometric estimations suggest that tbe common 
rejection of the Fisher hypothesis can be, at least, partially explained by the traditional use of 
ad-hoc misspecified models. On the other hand, while the inHation risk premium is estimated 
to be small relative to the ex-ante real interest rate, ¡ts magnitude is substantially higher than 
the one obiained under the standard single-good expected utility models. 

KEYWORDS: Fisher Equation, non-expected utility, non-separable utility, GARCH esti
mation. 
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1 Introduction 

One oí the most popular relations in the macroeconomic literature is
. 
the Fisher equation that 

relates nominal interest rates with inflation. The standard approach to estímate tbe Fisher equa

tian is to assume a linear re1ation between the return on nominal ShOft terrn bonds and sorne 

measure oí the expected inflation rate allowing for a (possibly time varying) intercept which is 

interpreted as the required riskfree rate (see e.g. Fama (1975), Garbade and Wac.htel (1978), 

Summers (1982) and Barsky (1987)). This ad-hoc specification is hardly compatible with the 

predictions of the standard intertemporal asset pricing theory. Under this theory, in the presence 

oí inflation uncertainty, nominal bonds are risky assets which are priced in equilibrium to avoid 

arbitrage opportunities. Thus, the real return on nominal bonds is endogenously determined and 

ineludes an inftation risk premium over a required riskfree return. The standard approach to 

test the Fisher effect lacks an explicit characterization of the riskfree real rate using arbitrage 

conditions and ignores the ex.istence of an inflation risk premium. As a consequence, the slope 

parameters from the econometric estimation of the simple Fisher equation are subject to mis

specification bias and, therefore, the money illusion result of Summers (1983) and Barsky (1987) 

may be altered if a more complete specification of this equation is used. 

The existing literature that applies standard asset pricing theory to the determination of 

nominal interest rates is quite small. In recent papers, Shome, Smitb and Pinkerton (1988) 

and Evans and Wachtel (1989) use a standard version of the Consumption Based Capital Asset 

Pricing Model (CCAPM) to extend, by including the proper risk factors, the traditional Fisher 

equation relating nominal interest rates, required riskless rates and expected inftation. Those 

papers obtain that a significant part of the variation of the nominal rates can be attributed to 

botb movements in the riskfree rate and movements in tbe risk factors. Shome et alt (1989) and 

Evans and Wachtel (1989) however, are unable to alIocate more than a small part of the total size 

of the nominal interest rates to the risk premium. On the other hand, the estimated elasticity 

of the nominal rates to expected inflation is in both cases below unity, providing support to the 

money illusion hypothesis. 

In the aboye papers, tbe CCAPM relations are obtalned from the first order conditions of 

the optimization problem of a representative agent who maximizes the expected value of a time 
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additive, constant relative risk aversion utility function (CRRA). This popular approach allows 

one to characterize completely the nominal ¡nterest rates by the moments of the joint distribution 

of aggregate consumption and the price leve1. Therefore, the nominal ¡nterest rates are not affected 

by the variability oí the risky asset returns and their covariance with the inflation rate once the 

moments of aggregate consumption are taken into account. This somewhat counterintwtive result 

is a consequence oí a restrictive parametrization of the utility function that imposes a perlect 

inverse re1ation between the coefficient of relative risk aversion and the elasticity of intertemporal 

substitution. This theoretical constraint produces an unsatisfactory characterization oí the prices 

oí nominal short term bonds, whose return is composed of a required riskíree element and an 

inflation risk premium that compensates investors for holding an asset whose payoff is subject 

to an uncertain real depreciation. While the riskfree rate component is mainly characterized by 

agents' willingness to substitute consumption over time, the risk premium is determined primarily 

by agents' attitudes toward risk. 

Recent1y, a number oí papers (Epstein-Zin (1987,1989), Weil (1989), Giovanini and Weil 

(1989), and Giovanini and Jorían (1989)) have introduced and exploited an isoelastic version 

oí the Kreps-Porteus (1979) recursive preferences. Tbis model's generalized isoelastic prefer

ences (GIP) parametrizes independently attitudes towa.rd risk and intertemporal substitution 

and ineludes botb the growth rate of consumption and tbe return on the market portfolio in 

the determination oí the marginal rate oí substitution. Thus, tbe GIP preferences constitute a 

much richer theoretical íramework to analyze intertemporal consumption-portfolio decisions. lt 

provides a tbeoretical justification of the explanatory power for asset prices oí the second arder 

moments of the distribution of asset returos. For tbe case oí nominal short-term bonds, the 

new preference structure aUows one to determine the role of the variability oí the market returns 

and its covariability with the inflation rate in the determination oí the nominal ¡nterest rate. 

Since those terros are oí much higher magnitude and variability than the moments of the joint 

distribution of inflation and consumption growth, the generalization is empiricaUy attractive. 

This paper investigates the íormation oí nominal ¡nterest rates under the intertemporal asset 

pricing theory derived írom GeneraIized Isoelastic Preferences. In order to íurther complete the 

specificatioD,I generalize the mode! assuming that government expenditure is not separable írom 
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private consumption and, therefore, affects tbe equilibrium value of asset prices. The inclusion 

of tbls variable is justifiable for at least two reasons. On one hand, government expenditure has 

proven to be a significant component oí tbe marginal rate oí substitution in the empirica! analysis 

oí Aschauer (1985) and Bean (1986) using standard CRRA expected utility functions. On the 

other hand, this variable is highly re!ated with the inBation rate and, thereíore, with the nominal 

interest rates. 

Tbe a.im oí the paper is, first, to characterize the components oí the interest rates by exploiting 

the no-arbitrage conditions oí a very general representative agent economy; second, to analyze 

to what extent the tractional rejection oí the Fisher hypothesis is due to the use oí simpler and 

potentially misspecified models; and final.ly, to study the power oí the generalized asset pricing 

model to match the time series proPerties oí the nominal interest rates. 

The paper is organized as íollows. Section 2 presents the preference model and obtains the 

equilibrium conditions oC the representative agent. Section 3 utilizes the standard assumption oí 

conditional lognormality oí the marginal rate oí substitution to obtain an explicit asset pricing 

relation íor nominal bonds and explicit expressions for the required riskless rate and the inflation 

risk premium. Section 4 analyzes the empirical results concerning different evaluations oí the 

mode! and the verification oí the Fisher hypothesis. Section 5 provides concluding remarks. 
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2 The model 

Consider a representative agent economy where preferences are represented by a Kreps-Porteus 

utility function, Assume also tbat the utility function is non separable in consumption and 

government expenditure, which appears as a substitute for private consumption. Thus, the utility 

function has the form 

(1) 

where e and G represent consumption and government expenditure respectively, and Et is the 

usual t-conditional expectation operator. Assume also tbat U has the isoelastic form 

U (Hh EtVi+d == [(1- B)H:-P + e(EtYt+l)�] t=¡ I 

where 

(2) 

This expression constitutes a two-good generalization oí the function used by Epstein and Zin 

(1989), Weil (1989) and Giova.n.ini and Weil (1989). The main feature oí this utility function 

is that the relative risk aversion coefficient (¡) and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution 

(1/ p) are not related to one another1• This property is a consequence of the explicit modeling oí 

attitudes towaro ear1y or late resolution of uncertainty through the sign of the second derivative 

of U with respect to its second argument E,(V(t + 1». The inclusion of government expenditure 

as a substitute2 for private cODsumption in the utility function allows me to further generalize 

the marginal rate of substitution and thereíore the sources of risk in the asset pricing equations, 

provided that the parameter k is non-zero. In early studies (e.g., Aschauer (1986) and Bean 

(1986», which ana1yzed the intertemporal allocation problem oí a representative consumer in a 

single-asset expected utility framework, this variable proved to be empirically re1evant. Therefore, 

1 Notice, in this fra.mework, the coefficient ofrelative ri&.k ;¡vemon ud the elasticity oC intertemporal substitution 
ue defined over Jotteries in tenns oC the composite good H ud not over consumption ¡otteries. 

2 As in Bea.n (1986) 1 call e a.nd G substitute goods. This terminology is only accutate iC defined over constant 
levels al H and Dot over constant utility. An altunative approach il to &$Sume Aschauer (1986)'s Cunctional form 
where the lubstitutability oC the goods i. obtained under the usual definition oYer a constant level oC the utility 
indexo 
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it seems to be pertinent to inelude it in this more general environment. Notice, however, that since 

optimal public policy is not explicitly mode1ed, the variable Gt must be taken as an ex.ogenous 

stochastic shock to the individual utility function at time t. 

The homothetic nature of the utility function allows us to separate the choice of the optimal 

consumption path from the portfolio allocation problem. Thus, Define Wt as the leve! of wealth 

at period t, R¡(t) (i = l···, N), as the return of asset i at period t, W¡(t) as the proportion of 

wealth invested in asset i and Jlm(t)=Ei"=l W¡(t).R¡(t) as the return of the partfolio of assets held 

in equilibrium. Then, the optimal consumption policy must satisfy the budget constraint3 

W'+l = Rm(t + l)(W, - C,). (3) 

Define the indirect utility fundion as 

(4) 

where Ft is the individual's information seto Now, call UH and Uv the partia! derivatives oí U 

with respect to its first and second argument respective1y. 

Tbe first-order condition oí the maximization problem witb respect to consumption implies 

But, from (4) we have 

dH, [ dW'+l] UH(t) 
dC, 

+ Uv(t)E, Vw(t + 1) dC
, = O. 

[ dW'+l] Vw(t) = Uv(t)E, Vw(t + 1) dW, . 

SThe budget constraint does not explicidy acecunt for labor income. The reason is t«hnieal ud arises !rom 
difficulty of solving the dyna.mic stochastic problem with an extra term in the budget constraint. Epstein ud Zin 
(1987) tries te avoid the problem by assnrrung that the stream of labor ¡necme propedy discounted C&II be seen &1 
a part of the initial wwth ir that lOurce oC ¡necme is non stocbutic. Another pouibility le to moclify the market' 

portfolio to include humlUl capital and ecnsider stochutic w&8es as retnrns for that uset. Neither solution is very 
.iatisCa.ctory. The nrst one ¡a unrealistic and the RCond one reqwret a very problematic estimation oC the proportion 
oC hum&.rl wealth in the «onoroy. 
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Then, by the budget constraint we obtain the envelope result 

Therefore, we can write the Euler equation 

Uv(t) !S±L 

[ � 1 1 = E, 
UH(t) 

� UH(t + I)Rm(t + 1) . 

Since, by standard arguments this expression must also hold for each asset return, using the 

isoelastic parametrization of preferences (2), and after tedious algebra (see Appendix A), we can 

write 

E, [A(t + I)Ri(t + 1)[ 

where 

Q 

A = _pl-, -(I-,)k, 
I - p 

B k(1 -p), 
D = 1-,_1. I-p 

i;;l···N, (5) 

It is then clear that if k ;; O, expression (5) becomes the first order condition for utility 

maximization of Epstein and Zin (1989) and Weil (1989). Similarly, if "'1 ;; P but k ;; O, (5) 

becomes a n.rst order condition of the standard expected CRRA utility function. Finally, if"'1 = P 
and k ¡f O, (5) is equivalent.to the Euler equation considered by Bean (1986). 

Note that (5) constitutes a set of orthogonality conditions which are directly testable. The 

general method of moments analyzed in Hansen (1982) and Hansen and Singleton (1982) can 

be used' to test those conditions. Furthermore, this approach provides a method to estimate 

parameters k, p and I and test the sepambility constraint (k ;; O) and the expected utility 

restriction (¡ ;; p). This approach (followed by Epstein and Zin (1989)) for the k ;; O case deals 

with the estimation and testing problem without specifying a particular distribution function for 
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A(t) and the individual returos. However, the simple verification oí the orthogonality constraints 

lacks the attractiveness of estimating explicit asset pricing relations. An alternate estimation 

approach (íollowed by Giovanini and Weil (1988) and Giovanini and Jorian (1989)) consists oí 

assuming joint lognormality of the marginal rate of substitution A(t + 1) and the asset returns 

conditional on information available at period t. Trus distributional assumption yields appealing 

asset pricing relations where tbe conditional expected vaIue oí tbe excess returo oí the risky assets 

over tbe riskfree rate is explained by tbe conditional covariances oí tbe asset returo with both 

the growtb rate oí consumption and the market return. This approach 1s explored in tbe next 

section to obtain a generalized specification oí the Fisber Equation. 

3 The Generalized Fisher Equation 

Assume for the rest oí tbe paper that there 1s one risky asset in positive net supply (the market 

portíolio), which pays off a real return Rm(t + 1) between t and t + 1. CaJl I(t + 1) the dollar

return oí a (deíault-free) nominal bond. This claim sufrers tbe depreciation of the purchasing 

power of money4 represented by P(t - l)jP(t) where P(t) is tbe price level at penad t. Finally 

call Rf(t+ 1), the real return of a perfectly safe asset Can infiation indexed bond). Since both the 

nominal bond and the safe asset are in zero net supply, they are priced so that the representative 

agent demands no claims of those assets at the equilibrium prices. 

According to the Euler Equation (5), the equilibrium conditions for the market returo, the 

nominal interest rates and tbe risk1ess return are: 

E, [A(t + l)R".(t + l)J 

Et [A(t + l)[(t + 1) Pr.� 1) ] 
Et [A(t + l)J = 

1, 

1, 

1 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Assume that the growth rates oí consumption (e) and government expenditures (g) together 

with the lag of the market tetutn (rm) and the infiation rate (11") at period t are (eonditional on 

4Notice that, since money pla.ys no role in this economy the variable P(t)fP(t+l) must be considered as a.n 
exogenous term which negatively affects the rate oC return oí the bonds. The alternative would be to construct a 
Cash-in-Advonce version oí the model which would endogenously determine the inflation rateo 
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the information available at period t) jointly normally distributed with mean vector !(t) and a 

variance-covariance matrix O(t), where 

O'mm(t) ump(t) O'me(t) umg(t) 

n(t) = upp(t) u",,(t) upg(t) 

u�(t) O'eg(t) 

U.,(t) 

Then, from the Euler equations we have that 

r/(t + 1) 

.• (t + 1) 

where 

1 -E,>.(t + 1) - 2 {Var,rm(t + 1) + Var,>'(a 1)} 

Cav,(>'(a 1), rm(t + 1)), 

1 -E,>.(t + 1) - 2Var,>'(t + 1), 

1 -E,>.(t + 1) - ;¡Var,>.(t + 1) (r f) 
1 

+ E,�(t + 1) - ;¡Var,�(t + 1) (pp) 

+ Cav, (>.(t + 1), .(t + 1)) , (rp) 

>.(t) = logA(t), r/(t) = logR¡(t), and .(t) = logI(t). 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Equations (10) and (11) are asset pricing relations for a representative agent model, provided that 

the marginal rate of substitution and tbe asset returns at every period t are jointly lognormalJy 

distributed conditional on the information available at time t. Equations (11) and (12) show tbat 

nominal interest rates are composed of three different elements: the tbeoretical riskfree rate (r j), 
tbe expected change in the purchasing power oí money (pp) and the inftation risk premium (rp). 

Thus, when preferenc�s are GIP and the joint conditional distribution of the marginal ra.te of 

substitution (A(t» and asset returns is lognormal, equa.tion (12) has the form 

'(t + 1) 1 = E,�(t + 1) - ;¡Upp(t) (pp) 

logQ - AE, [c(t + 1)]- BE, [g(t + 1)]- DE, [rm(t + 1)] 

� [A'u�(t) + B'u.,(t) + D'umm(t)] 

+ ABu,g(t) + ADum,(t) + BDum,(t) (r f) 
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(rp). (13) 

Equation (13) shows how the preference parameters interact with the fust and second maments 

oí inflation, market return, consumption and government expenditure growth to build the equi· 

librium nominal interest rateo This expression constitutes a Generalized Fisher equation which 

departs from the standard formula.tions (e.g. Garbade and Wachtel (1977) and Summers (1982)) 

in three aspects. First, nominal ¡nterest rates respond with urot elasticity to the expected rate oí 

deprecia.tion oí money which under inflation uncertainty is not the expected inflation rate as the 

simple spedfica.tion suggests5• The term -.50'pp(t) must be added in arder to correctly specify 

the equation. Second, the risk·free rate is endogenously determined by the conditional first and 

second arder moments oí the marginal rate oí substitution. Third, the implicit assumption oí risk 

neutrality is dropped to inelude a general specifica.tion oí the risk premium associated with infta-

tion uncertainty which is defined by the covariability of the different components of tbe marginal 

rate of substitution with the infiation rateo 

Equation (13) ineludes, as an explanatory variable, the conditional mean oí tbe market return. 

Accurate estimates oí this variable are usually very difficult to obtain. However, using tbe asset 

pricing relation (10) and tedious but straightforward algebra, we can write the Generalized Fisher 

Equation as 

i(t + 1) 

where 

1 
ao + E,�(t + 1) - :¡u",,(t) + alE,e(t + 1) + a,E,g(t + 1) 

+ a3u�(t) + a4u,,(t) + a,u",(t) + a,umm(t) 

ao = -logQ and 

(14) 

�Thi. point bu been r«ent}y made by Sbome et al. (1988) wbo obtun & .pedfica.tion oí tbe Fisber equation 
uung tbe CCAPM. 
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al = -ltD 
0:2=-rfn 
0:3 :; -2(ltD) 

,, _  B " --2(l+D) 
O:s =-� 
0:6 = � 

a7 = A 

0:8:; B 

0:9 = D. 

It is then evident that the general preference structure used in tbis paper provides a much richer 

specification of the Fisher equation than the standard CCAPM approach. Thus, the Generalized 

Fisher Equation contains expressions for the theoretical riskfree return and the infl.ation risk 

premium that involve the conditional moments oí the market return and government expenditure 

in addition to the conditional moments oí tbe aggregate consumption. In particular, the GIP 

specification oí the Fisher equation differs írom the expected utility íormulation in two terms. 

Those are the variance oí the market return as a component of the riskfree rate and the covariance 

of the in:p'ation rate with the market return as a part oC the risk premium. The inclusion of 

government expenditure adds three terms to the specification of the riskíree return related to 

the first and second order moments of that variable and completes the inflation risk premium by 

adding the covariance of government expenditure with the inflation rateo 

The generalization of the specification oC the risk premium is particularly relevant. The 

conditional covariancés oC the inflation rate with government expenditure and with the market 

return happen to be oí higher magnitude, in absolute terms, tban the infl.ation-consumption 

covariance in the last 30 years. Those íacts suggests that the infl.ation risk premium under the 

standard CRRA approach is likely to be underestimated if the restrictions of that model do not 

boldo Notice also that tbe Generalized Isoelastic Preferences not on1y adds an empirically relevant 

factor in the inflation risk premium specification, it also introduces an important modification 

in the interpretation oí the role played by the covariance oí consumption with the inflation rateo 

Under the standard CRRA expected utility approach with positive coeffi.cients oí relative risk 

aversion, the inflation risk premium is positive if and on1y if the conditional covariance oí inftation 

with consumption is negative as it is observed in the U .S. data oí the postwar period (see Table 1). 

However, tbis implication does Dot hold ií attitudes toward risk and intertemporal substitution 

are independently modeled. As a.n example, for the empirically relevant case ·oí vaJues oí the risk 

aversion parameter b) and tbe elasticity of substitution (l/p) below on�, a negative covariance 

between consumption growth and inflation tends to decrease the infl.ation risk premium. In 
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this case, however, the contribution to the inflation risk premium oí a negative covariance of 

the inftation rate with the market return is positive. It tben íollows that, for the aboye case, tbe 

relevant factor to explain a positive infta.tion risk premium is not a negative covariance oí inflation 

witb consumption as tbe restricted model suggests, but a negative covariance oí inftation with 

wealtb. 

Estimation oí (14) requires speciíying tbe conditional mean oí e, g, and 71", plus a model íor 

the conditional variance-covariance matrix, n. Equation (14) does not inelude the conditional 

expeeted value oí tbe market return but on1y second order moments of tbis variable. However, 

previous studies (see, e.g., Freneb, Schwert and Stambaugh (1987)) have shown that the explicit 

modeling of a time varying conditional mean of the asset returns does not substantially alter the 

estimated eonditional second order moments. This result aIlows one to obtain the eonditional 

second order moments of the market return using a simple ad·hoc specification oí its conditional 

mean. In the empirical section oí tbis paper 1 use a first·order autoregresive process. 

Thus, consider the following VAR model for the market return, tbe inftation rate, the con-

sumption growth and the government expenditure growth. 

X(t + 1) � E,X(t + 1) + U(t + 1), t = l···T, 
with 

X(t) � 

rm(t) 

�(t) 

c(t) 

g(t) 

and U(t + 1)¡P, - N(O,íl(t)). 

(15) 

(16) 

Now, assume that the conditional variance-covariance matrix follows the GARCH(p,q) process 

, p 
vecíl(t); Mo + ¿ M,(j)vecU(t - j)U(t - j)' + ¿M,(j)vecíl(t - j). 

;=1 ;=1 

A stand�d simplifying a.ssumption is to restriet MI and M2 to be diagonal, so that every term in 

tbe conditional variance-covarianee matrix is on1y related to its past value and the corresponding 
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element in the outer product oí the past innovation vector. Thus we can write 

, p 
!l(t) = Te + :LT,(j). U(t - j)U(t - j)' + :LT,(j). !l(t - j), (17) 

j=1 j=1 

where e represents element by element multiplication. 

Equations (14), (15), and (17) constitute a restricted specification of a multivariate GARCH 

in mean model (Engle, Lillen and Robbins (1987) and Bollerslev, Engle and Wooldridge (1988)). 

The (log) likelihood íunction of the model for X has the form 

L(r,;,{vecT,(i)'),{vecT,(j)'}, i = l---q,j = l---p) = 
T 1 = f - ¿ )ogl!l(t)l- -U(t)'!l(t - l)-'U(t), 

t=1 2 

where f is a constant. 

(18) 

The asymptotic properties oí the multivariate GARCH estimates are not yet well understood. 

However, under some regularity conditions (see Wooldridge (1986)) the maximum likelihood 

estimates of the parameters are consistent and asymptotically normal with a variance-covariance 

matrix equal to the inverse of the information matrix. Those conditions inelude almost sure 

positive definiteness of the matrix n(t). A straightforward way to impose tbis condition is to 

restrict the parameter matrices To, T1(i) and T2(j) to be positive definite for all i,j and estímate 

their Cholesky Factors. This proced ure, however, severe1y constrains the dynamics of the var�ance 

and covariance terms6 and introduces additional nonlinearities in an already complex likelihood 

function. 

Adding an error term to (14), assuming that tbis is conditionally normally distributed, estí

mation of tbe Fisher equation together with specifications (15) and (17) can be performed using 

full information maximum likelihood techniques. However, in this paper, due to computational 

reasons, 1 estímate the Generalized Fisher Equation using a two-step procedure. In the first step 

1 estimate the VAR- GARCH system (15)-(17) and in the second step 1 estímate (14) with the 

conditional mean and variances oí the vector X generated in tbe first step. Te correct for the es-

'In particular, that restriction would imply tha.t covuiances should be leas persistent than variances. This 
Iestriction is hardly consistent with the data. 
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timated regressor problem, 1 obtain consistent standard errors by using the scores corresponding 

to the likelihood function of the whole system. 

4 Empirical Results 

4.1 Data 

To implement the aboye model, 1 used quarterly data from 1947 to 1988. 1 defined the market 

return as the return on the value weighted portfolio of the New York Stock Exchange. Nominal 

interest rates are one-month Treasury bill compound returns. Both yields are obtained from the 

CRSP tapes. Consumption is real per capita personal consumption of nondurables and services. 

Inflation series are quarterly growth rates of the personal consumption deflator. Finally, the 

public expenditure series consists of state and local real expenditure on goods and services. The 

omission of federal government expenditure is due to the large component of defense expenses 

in this item. lt is difficult to justiíy some degree oí substitutability between military expenses 

and private consumption. Data on inflation, consumption and government expenditure has bee.n 

seasonaliy adjusted. 

Table 1 presents sorne summary statistics of the variables induded jn the analysis. The figures 

illustrate that the covariances between inflation and stock returns and the growth rates of con

sumption and government expenditure are negative and vary across time. The covariance of infla

tion with the stock returns is of much higher magnitude and more unstable over subperiods than 

its covariance with consumption and government expenditure. The latter is also non-negligible 

and larger in absolute terms than th� covariance between inflation and consumption growth. Fí

nally, unlike the variance of inflation, the covariance oí inflation with both consumption and the 

market tetutn teach theit ma.ximum absolute values precisely in the petiod with highest inflation 

(1970-1979). These empirica1 facts underscore the relevante of the empirica1 ana.lysis of the risk 

factors which a.fI'ect the nominal. interest ta.te under the framework 1 presented in the previous 

section. 
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4.2 GMM Estimation Results 

In order to test the generalized model without imposing strong distributional assumptions, 1 

performed a GMM estimation of the Euler Equations corresponding to the first order conditions 

of the optimization problem of the representative agent. 

The GMM procedure can be directIy applied to equations (6) and (7). Since the riskfree rate 

is not observable in economies witbout in�ation indexed bonds7, equation (8) cannot be directIy 

estimated. However, we can use that equation te obtain an approximation to tbe magnitude of 

tbe infl.atioD risk premium in this set up. Tbus, taking expectatioDs of both sides of (8), we obtain 

E [A(t + 1)J - � = O, 

where 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

By cornparing p. with the expected vaJue of the inverse of tbe real return on nominal bonds we 

get a first approxlmation to tbe mean value of the in�ation risk premium. Tbus, define IR and 

RR sueh 'ha' 1/IR=E[P(t + 1)/(J(t + 1)P(t)J and 1/RR =�. TheD, 'he variable RP=IR·RR 

provides such an approxirnation. 

As it is described in Appendix B the GMM procedure provides consistent estimates of the 

parameters of the marginal rate of substitution (Q, A, B and D) and tbe riskless rate term IJ.. In 

addition, th.is method yields a test of the overidentifying restrictions of the model. 

The GMM estimation procedure requires the use oí a set of instrumental variables. This set 

is oot explicitIy determined by the theoretical model and the estimation procedure only requires 

that the moment equations satisfy sorne mild regularity conditions. Sensitivity of tbe results to 

the choice of instruments is checked by using different sets of instrumental variables which inelude 

straight lags of the endogenous variables (as in Hansen and Singleton (1982)) and some oonlinear 

functions of tbose lagged variables (as in Epstein and Zio (1987)). Tbe estimation procedure8 

starts by obtaining consistent but non·efficient parameter estimates using the identity matrix as 

fIn the U.S. infl.a.tion indexed bonds &fe not hel.vily tra.ded ud bave not been ava.iJ.l.ble until1988 when the 
Inftl.tion Plus CD's a.ppeared. 

IThe GMM estimation is perlormed using, with Ilight modifications.the GatlSl code deve10ped by Ha.nsen, 
Rutan ud .Oga.Jri (1988). 
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a weighting matrix. Efficiency is reached after an iteration over a new weighting matrix which 

is constructed using a consistent estimate of the variance-covariance matrix obtained from the 

para.meter estimates of tbe fust iteration. However, in order for estimates and the onbogonality 

test to be less dependent on tbe starting values of tbe algorithm, 1 performed additional rounds 

oí estimation until tbe probability value of tbe overidentiíying restriction tests converged. 

Results oí tbe GMM estimation oí equations (6), (7) and (19) are reported in Table 2. In all 

tbe specifications, tbe test of tbe overidentifying restrictions of tbe model cannot be rejected at 

tbe 5% significance intervalo Tbe expected CRRA utility restriction (D = O) is overwhelmingly 

rejected in all cases despite tbe variation of tbe estímate of n across specific.atíons. Those results 

are partiaIly consistent with tbe ones obtained by Epstein and Zin (1987)9 and provide support 

for the Generalized Isoelastic Preference model. Less satisfa.ctory are tbe results concerning the 

point estimates of tbe exponents of consumption and government expenditure growth in the 

Euler equations (A and B). Tbose para.meters are very unprecisely estimated and va.ry widely 

with tbe choice of instrumental variables. As a consequence, tbe point estimates of tbe preference 

parameters are Dot substantially meaningful besides tbe fa.ct that tbe coefficient of relative risk 

aversion seems to be significantly different from tbe inverse of the elasticity oí íntertemporal 

substitution. The estimated inflation risk premium also shows some variation across specifications 

oC the moment equations. However, tbe estimated premium is in all cases positive and in a range 

from .98% to 12.16% of tbe average level of tbe nominal interest rate. Tbis is a moderate but 

non-negligible magnitude. 

In order to evaluate the relevance oí using a generalized specification of preferences in comput-

íng tbe infiation risk premium, 1 replic.ated the GMM analysis imposing the (statistically rejected) 

CRRA expected utility constraint (n = O). For tbis comparison, 1 used the first four sets oC in

struments consisting oí lagged values of tbe endogenous variables. Results are reported in TabIe 

2b. The estimated average infiation risk premium is negative in t\\'O specifications. In those spee-

¡fications where tbis estímate obtains a positive value, tbe estímate is about ten times smaller 

than tbe one obtained íor tbe sa.me set oí instruments in the non-constrained GIP specification. 

'Unlike the resulta reported here, EZ do rejen the Generalized modd Cor the set oC in&trumenu col1Si.sting oC 
straight lap oC the rdevut variables. However that study uses monthly data ud does not attOunt for lubstituuQn 
between consumption ud govertllIlent expenditure. 
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Finally, in regard to the relevance oí inc1uding the government expenditure term, the evidence 

is mixed and sensitive to the choice oí the instrument seto The exponent oí the Government 

Expenditure growth ra.te in the marginal rate of substitution appears as significant in three out 

of seven GIP specifications and in three out oí four specifica.tions under the expected utility 

constraint. 

So the empirical results of the GMM estimation provide statistical support for the generalized 

model and suggest that the infiation risk premium is likely to be understated under the standard 

CRRA expected utility approach. In order to obtaln a more complete view oí the empirical 

implications of the model íor the determination of nominal interest rates, we have to analyze the 

estimation results oí the lognormal version oí the model presented in section 3. 

4.3 Estimation of the Generalized Fisher Equation 

The estimation of the Generalized Fisher Equation (14) requires the conditional first and second 

order mOrnents oí. the joint distribution oí the market return. the inilation rate and the growth 

rates oí Consumption and Government Expenditure. Those moments were estimated using a 

VAR-GARCH model as it is indicated in equations (15) and (17)10. 

Results are summarized in Table 3. Note that 1 have specified the conditional mean oí the 

market return to be a a linear function of the lagged return. However, other specifica.tions oí the 

conditional mean did not significantly affect the conditional variance parameters. To reduce the 

dimensionality oí the problem, 1 on1y allowed O'rnrn. O'rnp, O'pp O'pc and O'pg to be time varying, leaving 

O'cc, O'cg, O'gg, O'rnc, and O'rng(t) as constants. In the first three cases tbe constancy assumption 

relies on tbe small magnitude and variability oí those terms relative to the other components oí 

the real riskfree rates. Tbe constancy oí the covariance oí tbe market return with consumption 

and government expenditure is justified by tbeir absence in the Generalized Fisher Equation (14). 

The cost oí these omissions in terms of efficiency oí the parameter estimates has proven, however, 

to be almost negligible. 

The estimation procedure was as íollows. Consistent estimates oí the parameters were ob

talned by running limited iníormation maximum likelihood estimation on different pairs oí equa-

lOThe maximum likelihood estimation was perlormed using the Berndt-Hal1-Hall-Haussm&D a!gorithm whh nu
meriea! derivatives. The progIam was written on the buis oí a FortI&D code supplied by J. Wooldridge. 
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tions. Tbose parameters served as initial values in tbe BHHH algorithm defined on tbe likelihood 

function of tbe system. Witbout imposing positive definiteness on tbe parameter matrices, the 

algorithm bad problems completely fulfilling the convergence criterion. However, the estimated 

model obtained by this procedure significantIy outperformed a positive definite constrained spec· 

ification in terms of the value of the likelihood fundion. Furthermore, the estimated variance

covariance matrix in the unconstrained estimation is positive definite at all the sample points. 

Thus,on the basis of those results 1 chose to use the estimates corresponding to the unconstrained 

specification. 

The next step was to estímate equation (14). 1 added a noise term f(t) to this equation and 

assumed it to follow the process 

,(t) = �,(t - 1) + w(t), 

witb w(t) - N(O,h(t)) 

and h(t) = lo + I,w(t - 1)' + I,h(t - 1). 

(22) 

(23) 

This specification of tb error term tries to make ¡nference more robust to specification error 

and errors in variable problems, and increase the efficiency of the estimates. The estimation 

oí equation (14) was performed by limited rather than full iníormation maximum likelihood. 

However, 1 obtained correded standard errors by mnning one iteration oí the FIML routine taking 

the LIML estimates as initial values and taking joto &ecouot possible remaining autocorrelation 

and heteroskedasticity (see Appendix C). 

In table 4, 1 present the estimation results oí an unrestricted version oí equation (14). The 

dependent variable is the ex·ante real intetest rate' (it·Et(1I'(t + 1)+.50'pp{t)). The figures show 

that the generallzed model (like the more restrictive CRRA specification of Shome, Smith, and 

Pinkerton (1988)) is unable to explain the high degree of autocorrelatíon present in nominal 

interest rates. On the other hand, while the tenns related to first-order moments are highly 

significant and with the expected sign, the coefficients of the s�ond-order moments are much less 

precise1y estimated. Among tbem, however, the estimated coefficient oí O'mp(t) is close to twice 

its corrected standard error. 

Table 5 contains estimation resUlts oí the restrided modelo The specification is not rejected 
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according to the likelihood ratio test and the point estimates ofthe preíerence parameters, "'t and p 

have reasonable values. The e5timates indicate the relevance oíincluding government expenditure, 

but the substitution parameter k i5 estimated to be too high (more reasonable values are within 

two standard deviations). More surprising is the inability to reject the expected utility constraint 

("'t = p). Comparing results írom tables 4 and 5, this íaet appears to be due to the íailure oí the 

required riskfree rate component of nominal interest rates to incorporate the variability oí the 

market return and not to the irrelevance oí the additional term in the risk premium (O'mp(t)). 
Table 6 contains estimates of the model when the term in O'mm(t) is omitted. The results 

show that this specification fits the data better than the one represented by equation (14) and 

confirms that the covariability oí the market return with infl.ation has a leading role in explaining 

a positive infl.ation risk premium. Thereíore, the results suggest that while the generalized model 

provides a more accurate evaluation oí the inftation risk premium, it fails to substantially improve 

the specification oí the required riskfree rate component of the nominal interest rates. 

4.4 The Fisher Hypothesis 

Tables 7 through 9 present some tests of the existence of the so caUed Fisher effect or unit 

e1asticity of nominal interest rates with respect to expected rate of depreciation oí money. The 

literature does not provide strong support for the empirical verification of this hypothesis in spec-

ifications which do not account for the existence oí an infl.ation risk premium and an endogenously 

determined required riskIess rate. (See, e.g., Summers (1983) and Barsky (1987).). 

In order to better deal with low frequency properties oí the data, 1 do not ¡nelude a first order 

serial correlation term in the residualsll. However, I still use a GARCH"spedfication in the error 

term and autocorrelation-heteroskedastic [obust standard errors. The specification estimated 

now is the one represented by equation (14) where the term Et7i(t + 1) + 1/20'pp(t) has a íree 

coefficient (F). Table 7 shows a point estímate for F equal to .84 and values of the t-statistic 

and the Likelihood ratio that do not rejed the Fisher effect at a 99% confidence intervalo 

To study the sensitivity oíthe results with regard to different specifications oíthe marginal rate 

of substitutioD, 1 estimated two constrained specifications oí the mode!. In the first specification 1 

l1Note tha' the estimated '1 is relatively close to one. So the model is close lo being in first differences (as in 
SSP). 
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imposed the expected utility restriction (D = O), and in the second one 1 dropped the government 

expenditure term of the marginal rate of substitution (B = O). The resulta are shown in tables 

8 and 9. Consistent with the estimation of equation (14), the use of tbe non-expected utility 

preferences does not alter the inability to reject the Fisher hypotbesia. On the otber band, when 

the test ia performed for tbe generalized mode1 with tbe single good reatriction k = O imposed, 

the unit e1asticity hypothesis is soundly rejected. Trus rejection is caused by both a lower level of 

the point estimate of the elasticity and a lower standard error with respect to the estimation of 

tbe more general modelo These results indicate tbat wrule tbe rejection of the Fisher hypothesis 

i5 essentially insensitive to the specification of the inflation risk premium, it can be explained, 

at least partially, by the misspecification of the required riskfree rate component of the Fisher 

Equa.tion. 

4.5 How Well Does the Lognormal Model Fit the Data 

The estimation of the Fisher equation bas assumed a particular distribution for an error term 

added to spedfication (14). Then, tbe likelihood function of the model was maximized to obtain 

parameter estimates. Recall, however, that trus procedure just exploits the moment restriction: 

E [8L,] = O 
84> • (24) 

where ti> is the parameter vector and Lt is the log oftbe likelihood function. Notice first that if the 

error term does DOt satisfy the assumed distribution, it is not easy to establish conditions under 

wruch tru5 estimation procedure is asymptotically more efficient than the ones that exploit other 

sets of moment equations, even when the market return, government expenditure and consump

tion follow the assumed conditional lognormal distribution so that equation (14) ho.lds12• Second, 

and more important, since nominal interest ra.tes are known ex-ante, equation (14) establishes 

an exact relation which should be only subject to measurement error problems if the model is 

correct1y specified. Given these two concerns, the evaluation of the model should inelude some 

analysis of its ability to fi.t the unconditional moments of the dependent variable. In addition, 

12Thus, even when the lognormality usumption holds, the GMM estimates could be more efficient thu the ones 
obt.med by QML ir the error in the nominal ¡DUrest lau equation is not normal. 
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it is interesting to compare the performance of the generalized model under the assumption of 

lognormality for different sets of preference parameter values. Thus, 1 pic.ked estimates of 'Y and 

p from the GMM best behaved specifications (with and without imposing tbe expeeted utility 

restriction) and the LIML estimates. 1 restricted tbe time preference parameter Q to be equal to 

tbe standard value of .99 and allowed for three values of le (O, .3 and .5). Trus yields fifteen speci

fications. In table 10 the mean, standard deviation, and first and second order autocorrelations of 

the fitted ex-ante real ¡nterest rate for tbe different models are presented, along witb the statistics 

obtained using the observed data on nominal ¡nterest rates. 1 also ¡nelude the correlation between 

real and titted values and the mean values of the predicted real riskless rates and infl.ation risk 

premium. The results show tbat all of the expected utility models overestimate the mean of tbe 

ex-ante real rateo On the otber band, they also tend to underestimate the volatility of trus rate 

and the autocorrelation of tbe series. Tbe latter problems are partially sol ved when tbe coeffi.cient 

oí relative risk aversion increases but at tbe cost of additional overestimation oí tbe mean value. 

Tbe examples of non-expected utility models exhibit tbose problems to a lesser degree, sug· 

gesting tbat the additional degree of freedom can significantly reduce the difference between the 

unconditional moments of fitted and observed series. However, as the difference bet�n 'Y and 

p ¡ncreases, the correlation between tbe two series declines. As 1 argued before, tbis result is 

a consequence of the absenee oí a response oí the nominal interest rates to the variance of tbe 

market return, and the faet tbat tbe weigbt oí this variable in tbe Generalized Fisber Equation 

iDereases as the gap between "1 and p inereases. 

Tbe relative importance oí each component oí tbe ex-ante real ¡nterest rate is very sensitive to 

the specification of preferences. It is evident that the non-expected utility models estimate a con

siderably lower average level for the riskless return. In addition, the inelusion of tbe government 

expenditure has a significant eff'ect on tbe magnitude oí the riskless rate. However I the direction 

oí tbis effect depends heavily on the eombination of the preíerence parameters eonsidered. 

Tbe inflation risk premium term. averages a relatively small magnitude which is not highly 

sensitive to the inelusion oí tbe government expenditure term, but which varies widely with small 

departures from the expected utility specification. Tws faet js better illustrated in graphs 1 and 

2. 
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In graph 1 the inflation risk premium corresponding to the parameters (¡ = .87, p = 1.27)13, 

obtalned as point estimates in one oí the GMM specifications, is plotted using the lognormal 

specification oí the risk premium. ror compujson, 1 also ineluded the series corresponding to 

the lognormaJ constra.ined estimates ("'( = 1.27,p = 1.30) and the expected utility specification 

("'( ;:: p = 1.27). The series illustrates how a small discrepancy between attitudes about risk and 

intertemporal substitution has a luge effect on the estimated premium.. Thus, a difference of .03 

in those; coefficients doubles the average risk premium and a difference oí .4 multiplys this average 

by almost 15. In graph 2 the risk premium associated with an expected utility model that depicts 

moderate rísk aversion ("'( = p = 1.27) is compa.red to a high risk aversion one ("'(=P = 4.7) and to 

the non-expected utility specification ("'( = 1.56, p = .34) obtained in another GMM estimation. 

This grapb perfectly illustrates how the level and volatility oí tbe rísk premium. associated witb 

the non-expected utility model is not attainable for the expected utility specifica.tion except íor 

unreasonably high risk aversion coefficients. 

UI uaumed k _ O rOl these calculatiou, given the Imall modification to the value oí the inflation rilk premium 
the inclusion or this variable provides. 
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5 ConcIusions 

This paper has used advances in asset pricing theory derived from non-expected utility generalized 

isoelastic preferences to explain the behavior oí 8hort term nominal interest lates. The mede! 

allows for an independent parametrization oí attitudes toward risk and intertemporal substitution, 

and it assumes that government expenditure is a substitute fOl consumption. A direct estimation 

oí the Euler equations derived from this preference structure has illustrated the relevance oí 

tbe generalization by unambiguously rejecting the standard expected utility eRRA restrictions. 

Using distributional assumptions on the components oí tbe marginal rate oí substitutioD, 1 obtain 

a rich characterization oí nominal bond pricing equations which is composed oí a term measuring 

the expected evolution oí purchasing power, an endogenously determined riskless rate and an 

inflation risk premium. Those terms involve first and second order moments of the market return, 

the inflation rate and the consumption and government expenditure growth rates. This model has 

been used to test the Fisher Hypothesis and to evaluate the relative magnitudes oí the different 

components oí the interest rates. 

Tbe inclusion oí government expenditure in tbe preíerence structure has reversed tbe tra

ditional rejection oí tbe hypotbesis oí unit elasticity oí nominal rates witb respect to expected 

inflation. This result indicates tbat the tra.ditional rejection oí tbe Fisber bypotbesis can be 

partially explained by the use oí misspecified models tbat do not consider a sufficiently general 

specification oí tbe required risk íree rate. 

On the other hand, the relaxation oí the hypothesis oí expected utility has not substantially 

improved tbe specification of the real riskless return component of the Fisber equation. Tbus, 

contrary to tbe predictions of the non- expected utility model, the variance oí the market return 

does not significantly affect the required riskless rate. However, tbe estimation of the General

ized Fisber Equation has suggested that while the inflation risk premium has a relatively small 

magnitude, this term is considerably larger than the one obtained under the standard expected 

utility models. Tbe results show that tbe infiation risk premium is responsible a.l most íor 10% 

oí tbe ex-ante real return of nominal bonds, but the use oí tbe covariance of consumption with 

inflation as the single risk factor tends to severely understate ¡t. More precise measures of the 

infiation risk pre.mium are bardly obtainable given the difficulty in obtaining accurate estimates 
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of tbe preference parameters and given tbe sensitivity of tbe results to smal! variations in tbose 

parameters. 

FinaJ.ly, some serious caveats apply to tbe ability of tbe log- linear intertemporal asset pricing 

model to match tbe time series properties of tbe nominal interest rates even in this general 

non-expected utility set ·up. In general, the specifications that correlate better with movements 

in the observed interest rates tend to overestimate the means and underestimate volatil..!ty and 

autocorrelation. 

In summary, the generalized model has provided a more accurate evaluation ofthe components 

of the nominal interest rate and a better framework in which to analyze tbe Fisher bypothesis. 

However, this model is far from succeeding in satisfactory closing tbe observed gap between the 

predictions of the equilibrium representative agent models and the time series behavior of tbe 

nominal in terest rateo 
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APPENDIX A 

Derivation oí the Marginal Rate oí Substitution lar the Generalized Isoelastic 

Preferences with Non-separability between Consumption and Government 

Expenditure 

Consider the utility functian (2) and define A(t + 1) as the marginal late oí substitution 

between consumption at periods t and t + 1. Then 

A(t + 1) 

Conjecture él. saludan ror the indirect utility function 

(25) 

Then, substituting (25) in the function (2) and obtaining tbe first order conditions oC the maxi

mization problem yields: 

e, = z(F" G,). 

where z is 5uch tbat 

. (26) 

and 

Then, solving for {JI in (26), and using (25) and (27), we find tbat 

(28) 

Now, using tbe budget constraint (3), the definition oí"t in (27), and (26), we have that 

(29) 
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a.nd then, 

Replacing -Dt by its expression in (27) and using the budget constraint we obtain 

Bul Ihen, from (25) 

l=> [Ct+l ] -Pt=¡-4:(t-"'t) [Gt+l ] k(1-p) !.=2._1 A(t + 1) = e'-. -- -- R".(t + 1)'-' , e, Gt 

which is the result stated in the texto 

APPENDIX B 

Model's Estimation and Tests under the Generalized Metbod ol Moments 

(30) 

Consider a vector of m varia.bles Z(t) which belong to tbe agent's information set at period t 
(FI). Tben, by the law of iterated expectations we can write the set of orthogonality conditions 

Now, define 

E IZ(t) (A(t + 1)R".(t + 1) - 1)J = O, 

E [Z(t) (A(t+ l)l(t + l)p��\) - 1)] = 0, 

E IA(H I)J - 1'  = O. 

(C(t + 1) G(t + 1) P(t + 1) ) ' Y(t) C(t)' G(t),R".(t + 1),I(t + 1)¡;¡I)' Z(t) 

and 

4>0 = (Q,A,B,D,I')'. 
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Then, the moment equations (31), (32), and (33) can be compact1y written as 

E (J (Y(I), (Óo)] = O (34) 

for a function f : r X � - R2m+l, where r is a. subset of Rm+4 and • is a. compact parameter 

spa.ce whose interior ineludes 4>0. 

Define S,.«Óo) as t ¿'f=l f(Y(I),(Óo) and conoide, . (2m+ 1 x 2m+ 1) positive definite matrix 

VT. Then, a GMM estimator is 

Under some regularity conditions (see Hansen (1982) and Bates and White (1985» , the aboye 

estimate is consistent and asymptotical1y normal. Conditional on a set of instruments, the most 

efficient estímate is obtained by choosing VT to be a consistent estimate (¿) for 

Then, deflning 

it can be shown that 

where 

E 
[dS(<I» ] , 

d<l> <=óo 

T'12(� _ (Óo) _ N(O, E) 
E = [s«Óo)'<l.s«Óo)J-l . 

Finally, the (2m + 1 - 5) overidentifying restrictions can be tested by mea.ns of the statistic 

which under the null hypothesis has an asymptotic x2(2m + 1 - 5) distribution. 
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APPENDIX e 

Correeted Standard Errors and Conditional Moment Thsts 

Define t/J as the vector oí conditional mean a.nd variance parameters in tbe system forrned by 

equations (15) and (17). Call tP = (Q,A, B,D,lo. 11,12) the nuisance pa.rameter vector in (14) with 

the residual specification (22). Define � as tbe (quasi) limited information maximum likelihood 

estimate oí 4> condition,.al to the VAR·GARCH estimate .,p. Call Lt(4), lPIX) the gaussian likelihood 

function oí the system formed by tbe equations corresponding to i, Tml 11'", e, and 9 a.ccording to 

the specifications (14) through (17). 

A consistent estimate of the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix oí 4> is then given by 

H(4)) = [l" a' L, ] -l ¿ [l" a' L, ] -' 
T 7' a#l# T 7' a#l# 

where ¿ is a consistent estimate oC 

(aL,) 
A = Var a<l> . 

(38) 

(39) 

According to Newey and West (1987) , a.n estimate oí 6. whlcb is robust to remaining het-

eroskedasticity and autocorrelation is 

, 
¿ = Mo + Lw(i,q)(M; + MIJ, 

and 

i=l 

M; = t (aL,) (aL,_;), '=;+1 a.¡, 8<1> 
w(i,q) = 1 - _i_, i = O,,  " q. . q +  1 

(40) 

In order to test the adequacy oC the specification of the nominal interest rate equation, 1 use 

conwtional moment tests (Newey (1985)). Suppose u is the residual írom a ML estimation, Xt 
is the vector oí explanatory variables and Vo the f x 1 true parameter vector. Define the set oí 

statistks 

= [ u(t) 1 [ u(t - j) 1 
<7.(t - 1) <7.(t j 1) 

(41) 
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and 

dh.(X" v) [ .(t)' 1 [ .(t _ 1)' 
u.(t 1)' - 1 u.(t 1 1)' 

By definition, it must be true that 

E (dm;(X" vo)) = E (dh.(X" vo)) = o. 

1 = 1 · ·  ·S. (42) 

Thus, it can be shown that ir the roodel is correctly specified we can construct a. Lagrange 

multiplier test based on the discrepancy froro zera oí tbe sample averages oí expressions (41) 

and (42). To test for residual autocorrelation, 1 regress a. vector oí T ones on the vectors 

{dmj(Xt,íi),j = 1, ' "  ,J} and the f scores {8L.&�¡,¡)), i = 1, ' "  .J}. Newey has proven that, 

under the null hypothesis oí a correctly specified model, T x R2 in this regression has a X2 dis-

tribution with J degrees oí freedom. Similarly, we construct a. test of the conditional variance 

specificatioDs using tbe moment equation (42) and obtain a. statistic with a X� distribution. 
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Sample Means 

47-88 47-59 60-69 70-79 80-88 
i .136 -.226 .311 -.198 .823 

� 1.044 .635 .641 1.727 1.312 
e .438 .297 .625 .477 .388 
9 .675 .943 .985 .328 .336 

rm 1.722 3.147 1.349 -.226 2.282 

Standard Deviations 

47-88 47-59 60-69 70-79 80-88 
i .716 .774 .253 .459 .654 
� .780 .748 .375 .652 .645 
e .595 .738 .511 .552 .448 
9 1.01 1.301 .905 .715 .664 

rm 8.05 5.748 7.115 10.171 8.990 

Covariances witb Infiation 

47-88 47-59 60-69 70-79 80-88 
� .608 .560 .141 .426 .416 
e -.113 -.077 -.008 -.243 -.163 
9 -.313 -.381 -.026 .026 -.275 

rm -1.40 6 -.871 -.702 -2.027 -.337 

Table 1: SAMPLE STATISTICS: i is the ex·post real compound return on 1-month treasury 
bills. e is the consumption growth rateo 9 is the government expenditure growth rateo 11' is the 
Infiation rateo rm is the real rate oí return on the value weighted portfolio (CRSP). All variables 
are quarterly rates in %. 
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Moment Equations: 

E (Z(.) [A(' + l)Rm(' + 1) - 1]} . { [  P(.) , ]  } O, E Z(t) A(t + 1) P(' + 1) 
- l(t + 1) 

= O; 

A(t + l) Q [C(<+ 1)] A [G(. + l)]
B 
Rm(' + 1)" 

C(') G(.) . 
A) GENERAL MODEL 

INST SET Q A B D l' ffiP('Ió) 
(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

.9954 .6529 -.0084 -1.526 1.00006 12.16 
(.0020) (.320) i (.221) (.042) (.00059) 
.9943 1.292 .1333 -1.492 .99876 1.14 
( .976) (.632) (.630) (.079) (.00034) 
1.0088 -1.350 -.851 - .317 .99935 6_17 

(.0006) (.551) I (.411) (.112) (.00060) 
1.03037 -.898 -.357 -3.155 _99887 . . 52 
( .0150) (3.57) i (2.79) (.776) (.0008) 
.9954 1.190 .772 -1.861 .99963 8.55 

( _0038) (.60 ) (.49) (.092) (.00038 
1.00435 1.1946 ·.994 -1.609 .99945 12.16 
(.0030) (.453) (_334) (.087) (.00071) 
1.00613 -.985 .914 -1.963 .99987 .98 
(.0073) (_781) (.844) (.119) (.00077) 

B) EXPECTED UTILITY MODEL(D=O) 

INST SET Q A B l' 
(1) 1.0292 -2.776 -1.947 .99876 

(.006) (1.017) (.717) (.00049) 
(2) 1.0293 -4.025 -2.447 .99854 

(.006) (.976) (.631) (.00034) 
(3) 1.0312 -4.131 -3.201 .99870 

(.018) (2.57 ) (2.02) (.00064) 
(4) 1.0025 -.1945 -.763 .9943 

(.007) I (1.252) (.423) I (_00076) 

INSTRUMENTS, 

(1) 1, ,(-1), '(-2),,(-1), ,(-2), Rf(-l), Rm(-l) 
(2) 1, '(-1), ,(-2),,(-1), Rf(-l), Rm(-l) 
(3) 1, ,(-1),,(-1), ,(-2), Rf(-l), Rm(-l) 
(') 1,,(-1), ,(-2),,(-1),,(-2) 
(5) 1, ,(-1),,(-1), Rf( -1), [(, . ,/ Rm)( -1)1 

IRP('Ió) 
1.13 

-.69 

.66 

-1.60 

(6) 1, ,(-1), «-2),0(-1), ,(-2),Rf(-I), [(, . ,/ Rm)(-I» 
(7) 1, ,(-1),,(-1), [(, . ,/ Rm)(-l)1 

E{A(' + l) - p) = 0  

P.Y. 
.09 

.29 

_11 

.14 

.08 

_06 

.14 

Table 2: GMM ESTIMATION RESULTS. Lower case letters represent growth rates. Stan· 
dard errors are in parentheses. IRP(%) represents the inflatioD risk premium as a percentage 
oí the average leve! oí the nominal interest rates. Numbers in the P.V. column are probability 
values of the overidentiíying restriction tests. 
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EQUATIONS: 

EQ.l rm(t) = BrnIJ + B ... 1r ... (t -l} + Um(t) 
EQ.2 ... (,) = Bpo + B,.llI'(t -1) + Bp2l1'(t - 2) + U,.(t) 
EQ.3 c(t) s::: Bco + Be! r(t - 1) + Bc2C(t - 1) + B.;,,(t - 1) + Vc(f) 
EQ.' ,(t) = Bto + B'll1'(t -1) + B"e(t -1) + BtJg(t -1) + U,(t) 

"hefe V{t) = (V",(t) U,(t) Vc(t) U,{t))', VarU(t) = W(t) 
ud vecW(t) = To + T1tlec(U(t - I)U(t -1))' + T21 vecW(t - 1) + T22t1eCW(t - 2) 

PARAMETER ESTlMATE S. ERROR PARAMETER ESTIMATE S. ERROR 
BmO 0.208&01 0.528&02 To(5,1) 0.124&05 0.701&06 
Bm, 0.154&01 0.754&01 To(6,1) ·0.562&05 0.331&05 
B.o 0.168&02 0.608&03 To(7,1) ·0.105&04 0.170&05 
B" 0.622 0.812&01 To(8,1) 0.317&04 0.403&05 
B" 0.210 0.866&01 To(9,1) ·0.454&05 0.514&05 
Bd) 0.525&02 0.101&02 To(10,1) 0.872&04 0.914&05 
B" ·0.154 0.511&01 T,(1,I) 0.489&01 0.621&02 
B" 0.238 0.658&01 T,(2,2) 0.152 0.486&01 
B" ·0.474&01 0A46&01 T,(5,5) 0.163 0.573&01 
B .. 0.106&01 0.197&02 T,(6,6) O.ISO 0.594&01 
B" ·0.436 0.118 T,(7,7) 0.781&01 0.337&01 
B" ·0.183&01 0.126 T,,(I,I) 1.695 0.288&01 
B" 0.960&01 0.855&01 T,,(2,2) 0.568 0.153 

To(I,I) 0.153&02 0.182&03 T,,(5,5) 0.778 0.590&01 
To(2,2) ·0.262&04 0.164&04 T,,(6,6) ·0.845&01 0.551 
To(3,1) 0.106&03 0.380&04 T,,(7,7) ·1.061 0.488&01 
To(4,li 0.900&04 0.533&04 T,,(I,li ·0.949 0.288&01 

CONDITlONAL MOMENT TESTS: X' (5) (S .. appendix B) 

EQ.l EQ.2 EQ.3 EQ. 4 

Autocorrelation: 1.8 6.4 4.1 5.5 
Heteroskedasticity: 9.2 8.3 4.4 6.9 

Table 3: VAR-GARCH MODEL. Quasi-Ma.ximum Likelihood estimation results. The con
ditional moment tests for absence of autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity are described in Ap
pendix B. The critical value a.t 95% confidence intervaJ. is 11.1. 
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EQUATION, 

i(t) - E.�(t + 1) + .5I1pp(t) = bo + b1Efe(t + 1) + hE,g{t + 1) + b30'"mm(t) 
+ b,C7m,(t) + b$O'pe(t) + be.,.,.,(t) + ( t) 

( l) 11( t - l) + IoI(t) 
a!,(t) lo + 11101(t _ 1)' + '�a!(t - 1) 

ESTIMATE SE (1) 

bo -Q.601E-02 0.171E-02 
6, 0.525 0.866E-OI 
6, 0.738 0.643E-OI 
6, -0.523E-OI 0.111 
6. -4.039 1.904 
6, -13.05 24.115 
6, 8.17 11.176 

� 0.897 0.300E-OI 

lo 0.381E-06 0.355E-06 
1, 0.237 0.822E-OI 
1, 0.699 0.125 

SE(2) 
0.284E-02 

0.315 
0.261 
0.135 
2.111 

37.445 
14_456 

0.378E-OI 
0.379E-06 
0.925E-Ol 

0.139 

AV. VALUE OF LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = 778.655 

CONDITIONAL MOMENT TESTS X'(5): 

·AutocorreIatioD= 2.8 
-Heteroskedastici ty=9.1 

T.ble 4: LOGNORMAL SPECIFICATION. UNRESTRICTED MODEL. SE(I) is lbe 
ordinary standard error obtained fram the acore oí the likelihood fundían oí the nominal interest 
tate equation. SE(2) corrects for the estimated regressor problem and remaining heteroskedas
ticity and autocorrelation as it is described in Appendix B. 
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EQUATlON, 

¡(t) - E, .. (t + 1) + .5<"pp(t) = 110 + IIlE.e(t + 1) + 6:tEtg(f + 1) 
+ .,0" ...... (,) + lit ", ... ,(t) + b$vpc(t) + �O'"H(t) + t(.) 

( t) "" '1f(t - l) + w(t) 

O'",(t) = lo + llW(t - 1)2 + 1217 .. (t - 1) 

, 1 ( ' ' ) A . B 
"II = o-c -

2(1 + D) A v<;c + 2ABlTc, + B rr" ; b1 = -
1 + D

' � = -i+""D 
D 63 ""' "2' b. = D; 11$ = .1; 6e = B  

ESTIMATE SE(I) SE(2) 
O. -0.522E-02 0.167E-02 0.262E-02 
A -0.467 0.150 0.224 
B -0.635 0:172 0.277 
D -0.981E-OI 0.233 0.377 

� 0.892 0.314E-OI 0.503E-OI 
lo· 0.351E-06 0.309E-06 0.428E-06 
/, 0.220 0.727E-OI 0.805E-OI 
/, 0.724 0.109 0.119 

AV. VALUE OF LIKELIBOOD FUNCTION= 777.00313. (P.V.=.07) 

CONDITIONAL MOMENT TESTS X'(5), 

·Autocorrela.tion== 3.5 
·Heteroskedasticity::lO.l 

Table 5: LOGNORMAL SPECIFICATION. RESTRICTED MODEL. 
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ESTIMATE SE(I SE(2) 
Qo -0.641E-02 0.159E-02 0.275E-02 
A 2.062 1.308 2.135 
B 2.993 1.985 3.076 
D -4.992 2.311 2.359 

q 0.894 0.279E-OI 0.136E-0l 
lo 0.511E-06 0.426E-06 0.033E-05 
11 0.264 0.129 0.272E-0l 
1, 0.645 0.119 0.138 

AV. VALUE OF LIKELIBOOD FUNCTION� 778.37 (P.V.�.25) 

CONDITIONAL MOMENT TESTS x'(5): 

·Autocorrelation= 3.8 
. Heteroskedasü ci ty= 10.8 

Table 6: LOGNORMAL SPECIFICATION. RESTRICTED MODEL. Umm ls omitted 
(b, � O). 
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i(t) 

O' ... (t) 

" 

EQUATION: 

F [E,,,,(t + 1) - .50'",,(t)] + be> + bIEte(t + 1) + 6"Etg(t + 1) + �1T",m(t) 

+ 640'",,.(t) + b�Q'pc(t) + balrp,(t) + ",(t) 
ltJ + 111o/(t - 1):1 + 1,11 ... (t -1) 

00 - 2(1! D) (A'Q'�c + 2ABD"Cf + dcr,,) ;b1 = -1: D i 6" = - 1: D 
D '2; h. = D¡ h = A¡ be = B  

ESTIMATE SE(l) SE(2 
<lO -0.311E-02 0.360E-02 0.679E-02 
A ·0.731 0.186 0.327 
B ·0.224 0.277 0.538 
D 0.120 0.127 0.194 
F 0.841 0.166 0.323 
/0 0.157E-05 0.651E-06 0.960E-06 
/, 0.787 0.255 0.301 
/, 0.203 0.894E-01 0.983E-01 

LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST ror Ro (F=l) = 1.20 (P.V.=.25) 

Table 7: TEST OF THE FlSHER HYPOTHESIS. GENERAL RESTRICTED 
MODEL. 

ESTIMATE SE(l) SE(2) 
<lO -0.299E-02 0.372E-02 0.700E-02 
A -0.629 0.146 0.283 
B -0.237 0.256 0.488 
F 0.873 0.166 0.316 
/0 0.167E-05 0.611E-06 0.882E-06 
¡, 0.760 0.252 0.292 
/, 0.215 0.835E-01 0.872E-01 

LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST FOR Ro (F=l) =.70 (P.V.=.40) 

Table 8: TEST OF THE FlSHER HYPOTHESIS. EXPECTED UTILITY MODEL. 
(D=O) 
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ESTIMATE SE(I) SE(2) 
ao -0_557E-03 0.108E-02 0.195E-02 
A -0.713 0.178 0.291 
D 0.140 0.118 0.182 
F 0.719 0.468E-Ol 0.109 
lo 0.137E-05 0.638E-06 0.927E-06 
1, 0.799 0.244 0.304 
1, 0.214 0.906E-01 0.1043 

LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST FOR Ho (F=I) = 10.46 (P.V.=O.O) 

Tabl. 9: TEST OF THE FlSHER HYPOTHESIS. MODEL SEPARABLE IN GOV_ 
EXPENDITURE (B=k=O) 
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OBSERVED lNTEREST RATES 

Nominal Interest Rate Ex-ante Real Interest Rate 
MEAN- 1.1996 .1667 
SDEV= .7787 .6015 

C1= .9623 .8064 
C2= .9231 .6548 

FITTED EX-ANTE REAL INTEREST RATES 

1 P k mean sdev el ,2 corr ri irp 
1.56 0.34 0.0 -0.078 0.287 0.871 0.622 0.10115 ·0.092 0.0142 
1.56 0.34 0.3 0.165 0.350 0.847 0.640 0.16005 0.151 0.0143 
1.56 0.34 0.5 0.344 0.412 0.829 0.647 0.18425 0.332 0.0141 
0.87 1.27 0.0 0.462 0.375 0.683 0.489 0.21859 0.455 0.0113 
0.87 1.27 0.3 0.313 0.337 0.665 0.465 0.19654 0.303 0.0112 
0.87 1.27 0.5 0.204 0.317 0.656 0.455 0.17213 0.191 0.0110 
1.27 1.30 0.0 0.970 0.267 0.427 0.274 0.28910 0.962 0.0014 
1.27 1.30 0.3 0.998 0.271 0.495 0.341 0.28869 0.993 0.0014 
1.27 1.30 0.5 1.011 0.277 0.544 0.390 0.28587 1.011 0.0014 
4.7 4.70 0.0 2.461 0.948 0.408 0.257 0.29229 2.411 0.0025 
4.7 4.70 0.3 2.730 1.023 0.617 0.470 0.27815 2.721 0.0026 
4.7 4.70 0.5 2.921 1.150 0.716 0.589 0.25213 2.932 0.0027 

1.27 1.27 0.0 0.992 0.256 0.408 0.257 0.29229 0.991 0.0007 
1.27 1.27 0.3 1.012 0.258 0.468 0.314 0.29217 1.022 0.0007 
1.27 1.27 0.5 1.021 0.261 0.511 0.357 0.29017 1.012 0.0007 

T.ble 10: UNCONDITIONAL MOMENTS OF OBSERVED AND SIMULATED IN
TEREST RATES. Ex-ante real interest rate is defined as i(t)·E,(�(t + 1)) +.5upp(t). el and 
c2 are the first and second order autocorrelation coefficients. Corr is tbe correlation coefficient 
between fitted and real series. r f is the average estimated riskfree rateo irp is the average in:flation 
risk premium. The preference parameter Q is assumed to be .99. Al! rates are quarterly data 
and are measured in 'Yo. 
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